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TRUE SENTIMENT

SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS ABOUT PUBLIC FIGURES
ARE OFTEN MIS-ASSIGNED NEGATIVE AND
POSITIVE SENTIMENT BY GENERAL MACHINE
LEARNING TOOLS.

CLUB SOCIAL

Club Social / October 2022 / Sentiment Edition

THE FALSE NEGATIVE
A HUMAN would be forgiven for
associating words like scary, absurd,
ridiculous, monster, filthy, unfair or
freak with negative sentiment.
If the words were then used in the context
of Manchester City wunderkind Erling
Haaland, around the infamous
Manchester Derby, they would persist
with that negative resonance.
Except they wouldn’t. Not really.
We add an additional layer to negative*
social media posts to reveal it is in fact
the MACHINE that is inaccurately
associating posts with negative
sentiment.
* Posts which have been assigned a negative sentiment by general machine learning tools
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“WONDER”
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BEAST, MONSTER, ANIMAL.
SENTIMENT COMPARISON
TRUE SENTIMENT ™
Positive

Negative
Machine Learning Tools

True Sentiment™ is a deep learning model developed by Mediacells which is quantifiably more accurate than general machine learning tools.

Mexican magazine Somos Invictos commands its 500k followers to ‘all hail the
beast’. Danish sports company Unisport
call him a ‘monster’ and ask fans to sum
him up in an emoji: ,
, and were just
some of the instant
fan responses.
A Unisport fan posts,
“It’s not right to be
this good he’s an
animal”. True
sentiment registers
as incredulity and
wonder more than
savage brutishness.
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“HUMOUR AND AWE”
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NON è UMANO - IT’S NOT HUMAN
SENTIMENT COMPARISON
TRUE SENTIMENT ™
Positive

Negative
Machine Learning Tools

True Sentiment™ is a deep learning model developed by Mediacells which is quantifiably more accurate than general machine learning tools.

Italian media owner
SPORT Mediaset
reported* a Man Utd
fan’s petition to ban
Haaland from football
‘because it’s just not
fair’. Machine learning
tools categorised
‘non è umano’ as a
negative sentiment.
We applied our
Footballer Domain words
[e.g. GOAT = greatest player of all time]
and assigned humour and awe to the
previously attributed ‘negative’ post.
* the actual number of people who had signed the petition by 11 Oct. 22 was 738 NOT 2 million as reported by Sport Mediaset on Instagram
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“TONGUE-IN-CHEEK” AWE”
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‘SCARY’ INSTAGRAM SKIT
SENTIMENT COMPARISON
TRUE SENTIMENT ™
Positive

Negative
Machine Learning Tools

True Sentiment™ is a deep learning model developed by Mediacells which is quantifiably more accurate than general machine learning tools.

Sports video skit duo
@augeyboyz
posted an video
montage of Premier
League defenders
suffering from
injuries incurred by
Erling Haaland. The
tongue-in-cheek
dystopia (actually
the producers’ back
garden) is framed
as **CREEPY HAALAND** and is enough to
classify the post as a negative sentiment,
by general machine learning tools.
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“PRAISE & HOMAGE”

RIDICULOUS, IN A GOOD WAY
SENTIMENT COMPARISON
TRUE SENTIMENT ™
Positive

Negative
Machine Learning Tools

True Sentiment™ is a deep learning model developed by Mediacells which is quantifiably more accurate than general machine learning tools.

Data storytellers
Squawka make a good
effort showcasing
Haaland’s
record-breaking stats
in a post about
Manchester Derby day.
The use of the word
‘ridiculous’ in
association with
‘broken’, when not
contextualised, is
negatively assigned but
true sentiment speaks
more to praise and
homage.
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“PURE POSITIVE”
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A BEAST CAGED WITH HATE!
SENTIMENT COMPARISON
TRUE SENTIMENT ™
Positive

Negative
Machine Learning Tools

True Sentiment™ is a deep learning model developed by Mediacells which is quantifiably more accurate than general machine learning tools.

We leave you with a
Brazilian post from
broadcaster Globo’s
SportTV Facebook
channel which highlights the import of
cultural
understanding of
idiomatic language.
“Uma besta
enjaulada com
ódio!” literally
translates as “a beast caged with hate!” it is consistently associated with Ronaldo,
Messi, Lewandowski and is the ultimate
compliment to a world class player!
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True Sentiment
True sentiment analysis is essential for any organisation interested in a
realistic view of what their target audiences think of them.
Mediacells’ deep learning model uses context to enrich sentiment
analysis.
For example GOAT, beast, monster or animal in the football context is
positive when aimed towards a player.
In this report Mediacells has analysed 4.6k machine-assigned ‘negative’
posts and reassessed them within the football player context.
The sentiment assigned to the posts uses a Deep Learning Network.
By using this Machine Learning technique - the true sentiment can be
applied.
Email info@mediacells.com and find out how Mediacells can help you
engineer your audience for the new digital experience.
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